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ABSTRACT.   Let  K   be a proper rectilinear triangulation of a 2-simplex

S  in the plane and  L(K) be the space of all homeomorphisms of S  which

are linear on each simplex of  K  and are fixed on  Bd(S).   The author shows

in this paper that   L(K)  with the compact open topology is simply-connected.

This is a generalization of a result of S. S. Cairns in 1944 that the space

L(K)  is pathwise connected.   Both results will be used in Part II of this

paper to show that nQ(L 2) = nfL2)= 0 where   L     is a space of p.l. homeo-

morphisms of an zz-simplex, a space introduced by R. Thorn in his study of

the smoothings of combinatorial manifolds.

In his study of the smoothings of Brouwer manifolds, S. S. Cairns considered

a space of triangulations of a 2-simplex.   He showed that two isomorphic (recti-

linear) triangulations of a 2-simplex S,  each having only three vertices on

Bd(S), may be deformed continuously onto each other LlJ, [2j.   To be more

precise, we shall let 5  be a fixed 2-simplex in the Euclidean plane.   For a sim-

plicial subdivision   K of S,   let  L(K) be the space of all homeomorphisms from

S onto S  which are linear on each simplex of  K and are pointw,ise fixed on

Bd(s).   We shall give  LÍK) the compact open topology.   Furthermore, a simpli-

cial subdivision   K of S  is called a proper subdivision if  K has only three

vertices on  Bd ÍS).   Cairns' theorem may then be stated as follows:   If  K is a

proper subdivision of S,  the space   L(K) is path-connected.   In this part of the

paper, we shall prove the following.

Main theorem.   For any proper subdivision  K of S,  the space  LÍK) is sim-

ply connected.

Using this theorem, we shall show in Part II [5] that 77n(L2) = 77j(L2) = 0

where  L     is a space of p.l. homeomorphisms on an zz-simplex, the space intro-

duced by R. Thorn [7] and studied by N. H. Kuiper [6] in connection with the
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smoothing problems of combinatorial manifolds.   The homotopy groups  n,{L  )

ate defined to be the inductive limit of  nkÍLÍK))'s with respect to the directed

system of all subdivisions   K of the rz-simplex.

We shall prove our main theorem by inductive arguments on the number of

vertices of  K.   In §1, we shall collect some of the necessary preliminaries.   In

§2, we shall describe a process, by which a space   L{K) may be related to a col-

lection of spaces   \L{K)\ where each  K .  is a subdivision of   S with a fewer num-

ber of vertices than  K.   This makes the induction possible.   In §3, we shall show

that by an inductive argument our main theorem may be reduced to a simpler state-

ment—instead of deforming loops in  L{K), we need only establish the existence

of certain paths in  L{K).   The reduced statement will be proven in §4 by another

induction.

1.   Preliminaries.   In the following, we shall let S  be a fixed rectilinear

2-simplex in the Euclidean plane.   All subdivisions of S ate simplicial.   If  K  is

a subdivision of S  and V  a vertex of  K, we shall let St(v, K) and  Lkiv, K), or

simply St(iz)  and  Lk(tv) denote the star and the link of v   in  K respectively.   A

subdivision  K  of S will be called proper if it has only three vertices on  Bd(S).

If  K  is a subdivision of S, a linear homeomorphism from  K  to S  is a homeomor-

phism from the space S  into itself whose restriction to each simplex of  K  is af-

finely linear.   Clearly each linear homeomorphism from   K to S  is completely

determined by its image of the vertices of  K.   We shall use   L(K) to denote the

space of all linear homeomorphisms from  K to S  which are pointwise fixed on

Bd(5) together with the compact open topology.   Note that the space   L{K) is

metrizable, say with a metric  yif, g) = ma.x\d{f{v), giv))\v an inner vertex of K\

where an inner vertex of  K  is a vertex of  K which is not on  Bd(S) and the metric

d is the sup-metric of the Euclidean plane, i.e.,  d{{x   , xA), (y j, y ?)) =

max .   ,   , \x . - y .1.
2=1 ,2 i   1      J z1

We also note that for each subdivision  K of S,  the space   L{K) may be

identified with a subset of R"  for some  72.   This can be seen as follows, since

each element of  L{K) is completely determined by its image of the inner vertices

of  K.   If an ordering is assigned to the inner vertices, say v., v2, • • • ,v^ of  K,

each / e L(K) may then be identified by the point  (/(iZj), fiv2), • • • , fiv k)) £ R

x R2 x • • • x R2  {k copies).   Since   K has only finitely many inner vertices, it

can be shown that if the position of fiv .) fot each inner vertex  v . of  K is given

a sufficiently small pertubation, the resulting linear map will still be injective

on each star of the vertices of K,  hence, will be an element of  L{K)  (cf. Lemma

2.1 of [5]).   This shows that the space  L{K) may in fact be identified with an

open subset of R2k.   We may therefore consider  LÍK) as an open submanifold

of some   Euclidean space.
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We now list some of the basic properties of the spaces   L(K) which will be

used later.

Remark 1.1.   Observe that if   K'  is a subdivision of   K,  then   LÍK) C LÍK').
The inclusion map is a homeomorphism of  LÍK) into  LÍK ).

Remark 1.2.   For each  / £ LÍK), the set  j/(ff)|  a £ K\ also forms a subdivision

of  5,  which will be denoted by  /IzK).   It is easy to see that for each  / £ LÍK), the

spaces   LÍK) and   LÍfÍK)) ate homeomorphic (the map:   LífÍK)) —» LÍK) carrying

each  g of  LÍfÍK)) onto gf in   LÍK)  is clearly a homeomorphism).

Definition 1.3.   A subdivision   K of S is said to be decomposable if there

are vertices  v  , v, , v    of  K such that
a7     b       c

1. At least one of these three vertices is an inner vertex of  K.

2. The 1-simplices  (v  , v,),(v,, v ) and   (v  , v  ) all belong to   K but the

2-simplex  (y  , v, , v   ) does not belong to  K.

In this case, the triangle  (v , v., v  ) is called a pivot triangle of   K.

Proposition 1.4.   // K  is a decomposable subdivision of S,   LÍK.)  is homeo-

morphic to a Cartesian product  LÍK A x LÍK?) where   /C   and K    are both sub-

divisions of S with a fewer number of vertices than   K.   In fact, the number of

vertices of K equals the sum of those of K.   and  K  .

Proof.   If   K is decomposable with a pivot triangle  (v  , v, , v  ),  we shall

let  K.   be the subdivision of S which agrees with   K outside the region  (v  , v,,

v ) and on that region, we require  (v , v., v  ) to be a 2-simplex of   K..   Let   K-

be a subdivision of -V which is isomorphic to the subdivision given by   K on the

triangle {v  , v., v  ).   Clearly,   LÍK) is homeomorphic to   L(Kj) x LÍKf and if

k, k.   and  k2 represent the number of inner vertices of K, K.  and K_ respectively,

then  k, k., kj > 0 and  k = k. + k7.

On the other hand, if the subdivision   K is indecomposable, we shall show

in the remaining part of this section that the space   LÍK) must contain certain

"nice" elements.   We shall call a polyhedral disk strictly convex if it is convex

and no three of the vertices on its boundary lie on a straight line.

Proposition 1.5.    Let  K be a proper indecomposable subdivision of S,  for

each inner vertex vQ   of K, there is an f £ LÍK)  such that StifivQ), /lK))   is

strictly convex.

Proof.   Let  H = K - \a £ K\   vQ is a vertex of  a\.   Note that  S - \H\ =

St(z7n, K).   We want to find a linear homeomorphism  / from  H into  S such that

/| Bd(.S) = identity and  S - fi\H\) is strictly convex.   Such an  / will be defined

inductively.   First, let //Q = \a £ K\  a lies on  Bd(5)|  and /Q:  HQ —' S be the

identity map on  H„.   Suppose we have already defined a subcomplex  H    oí  H
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containing  H„  and a linear homeomorphism /    from  H    into  S such that

1. For each simplex  o of  K,  if all the vertices of  o belong to H  ,  then  a

must itself be a simplex of  H  .

2. j   | H0 = identity map.

3. Each component of  S - f (| H  \)  is strictly convex.

If there is a vertex  v of  H    which lies on Bd {S - I H  I)  but not on
77 '        77 '

Bd {S - \H\) = |Lk(i70, K)\, we may always construct a subcomplex   H     .   of  H

strictly containing H    and a linear homeomorphism /    .  from H       into S such that the
7 e 77 * ' 72 + 1 77 + 1

conditions listed above are all satisfied if 72 is replaced by  72 + 1.   We first de-

fine a complex  H' = H    U \o £ K\  a lies on St {v, K)\, then let  H     , = \a £ K\
r n 77 ' 77 +1 '

all vertices of a ate in  H   \.   Note that  H     .   is a subcomplex of H strictly con-

taining H .0     77

We now define  /     ,  by first defining a linear map /   :  H     —> S as follows:

let   /' I H   = f .   As for   H ' - H  ,  note that the component of  S - / {\H  I)  which
; 72    '       77 ' 77 77 72' r ' 72    '      77 '

has  / iv) as a vertex on its boundary is a strictly convex polyhedral disk.   De-

pending on the situation, we shall define  /     in one of the following manners:

adding the remaining part of St {v, K) inside and along the edges of that convex

disk, or connecting  St iv, K) to some other vertices on the boundary of that disk

and thus cutting the disk into two or more convex regions, or filling up the whole

disk.   In each case, we may define an injective linear map /    from H     into S

in such a way that each component of  S - f i\H  |)  is a strictly convex disk.

Since each simplex  a of  H     ,   has all its vertices in  H  , /     extends uniquely tor 77+1 77 '   z 72 * '

a linear man  /     ,:  H     , —* S.   Note that the map   /     ,   is still injective.   Each
t Jn +1        72+1 r   'n +l '

component of  S - f     A\H     ,\) is still strictly convex, for the extension only fills

up certain components of   S - f {\H \),  or cuts some component into two or more

convex regions.

Continuing this process, we finally obtain a complex   H    C H and a linear

homeomorphism  /   :   H    —> S satisfying the three conditions listed above together

with the condition:

4. Each vertex of  H     which lies on  Bd{S - \H   I)  also lies on  Bd(S- \H\)
m 777 ' '      '

= |Lk(770,  K)|.

We now show that under these conditions   H    = H.   First observe that condi-
777

tion 4 implies that S — \H \ has only one component. Then, note that each vertex of

Lk(iz0, K) must also lie on BdiS - \H \), tot otherwise, there must be two ver-

tices   27  , 27,   £ H     which are consecutive on  Bd(S - \H   \) but not consecutive on
aT       b 777 '      777 '

Lk(z70, K).   Therefore,   (f„, v  , vA)   must be a pivot triangle.   This contradicts

the fact that  K is indecomposable.   Hence,   Bd(S- \H   |) = |Lk(i7Q, K)| and  H

must contain all the simplices  o £ K which does not have  vQ as a vertex.

Hence,    H    = H and   /   :   H —' S is clearly a desired map.
1 m 'm J r
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Using this method, we may in fact prove a stronger statement.   Roughly speaking,

for two suitably chosen inner vertices  Z7„ and   v,   of an indecomposable subdivi-

sion  K, we may find a map / £ LÍK.) such that both St ífív A, fiK)) and

Stifiv.), /lie)) are strictly convex.   There are certain restrictions on the vertices

Vq and  v.  for the existence of such a map / £ LÍK).   We need the following con-

cept to formulate these restrictions.

Definition 1.6.   Let   K be a subdivision of  S.   Two vertices  v  , v,   of  K
a      b

such that  v    4 St iv,, K) ate called a binding pair if one of the following holds.

1. Lk(f  ) O Lk(77, )  is disconnected.
a o

2. Lk iv ) Ci Lk iv, )  is connected but contains three or more vertices of   K.
a b

Otherwise (i.e., when both 1 and 2 are false), these two vertices are said to

be a nonbinding pair.

We note that if  v  , v,   are a binding pair of the subdivision   K,  it is impos-

sible to find a map / in   LÍK) such that both Ztifiv ), fiK)) and Stífívf), fiK))

ate strictly convex, for the strict convexity of one of these regions clearly forces

the other to "cave in."   It turns out that this is the only restriction for the exis-

tence of such a map.   In fact, we have the following

Proposition 1.7.    Let  K be a proper indecomposable subdivision of S,  vQ,

v.   be inner vertices of K such that v.  4 St(iz„)  and vQ, v.   are a nonbinding

pair.   One may always find a map f £ LÍK) such that both St(/(v0), /\/0)  and

St(/(tz.), /(X))  are strictly convex.

We shall outline a proof of this proposition.   Suppose   K, vQ, iZj  satisfy the

hypothesis of the proposition.   Let   H = K - \a £ K\   a has either  ¡z.  or  tz.   as a

vertex ).   We therefore want to find a linear homeomorphism  / from  H into  S such

that  f\ Bd(S) = identity  and  S - /t|W|) consists of two strictly convex regions.

By the same argument as in the proof of 1.5, we may construct inductively a

subcomplex   H     of  H and a linear homeomorphism  f   :   H     —>S such that
7^ 772 r ' m m

1. For each simplex  a of   K,  if all the vertices of a belong to  H   ,  then  a

must itself be a simplex of  H   .

2. BdiS)C\H   I   and   /    I 3d ÍS) = identity.1      772 ' '772   I '

3. Each component of  S - f  i\H   |)  is strictly convex.

4. Each vertex of  H     which lies on  Bd(S- \H   I) also lies on  Bd ÍS - \H\)
m '    m' '     '

= |Lk(z70, K)\ u iLkdzj, K)\.

By condition 4, one sees that  S - \H   |   can have only one or two components.

Suppose there are two components.   Since  ÍS - \H\) C ÍS - \H   |),  these two com-

ponents must contain St(i7n, K.) and  St(z7., K) respectively.   Then by condition

4 again, we conclude that   H    = H,  for otherwise, we can always construct a

pivot triangle and get a contradiction (cf. the proof ofl.5).   Hence,   /     gives rise

to a desired map.
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Suppose  S - \H    I   has exactly one component.   Then S — \H    |   is a polyhe-

dral disk containing both Stfo„, K)  and St iv ., K).   By condition 4 and the as-

sumption that  K  is indecomposable, we see that  Bd {S - \H   |)  intersects each of

Lk(i7Q, K) and  Lk iv., K) in an arc.   Using the fact that v 0, v.   ate a nonbinding

pair and condition 4, we may define a map /:  H —> S  from /     by adding the im-

age of those simplices in H — H     inside the convex disk S — I   (1/7    I)  in such a
° r m ' m   i     7771

way that the disk is cut into two convex regions.   This then gives rise to a de-

sired map.   A detailed proof of this proposition (by a different method) can be

found in [3].   It may also be proven in a more general setting [4].

2.   The reducibility of the space  L{K).   Let  K be a subdivision of S.   In

this section, we shall first show that for each inner vertex v . of  K,  a subspace

L    (K)  of L{K) may be defined such that L    {K) and  L{K) have the same homo-
vi v i

topy type.   We shall then show that for a suitably chosen vertex  v .,  the space

L    {K) may be considered as the union of a finite collection of spaces  \L{K )\

where each  K . is a subdivision with a fewer number of vertices than  K.   This
i

makes it possible to adopt the induction argument in the proof of our main theorem.

Notation 2. 1.   Let  P  be a polygonal circle in  R     (i.e.,  P  is a simplicial

complex in  R     and   \P\   is homeomorphic to the 1-sphere  S  ).   Let  [P]  be the

union of   \P\   and the bounded component of R   - \P\.   For each 1-simplex  (y  , v-)

of P,  we shall use  H {v ., v?) to denote the open half-plane of  R     such that

1. (vltv2) lies on  Bd ÍH  {v v v A)).

2. H Av     v A) (the closed half-plane) contains a neighbourhood of  {v., v 2)

in  [P],

Definition 2.2.   Let P  be a polygonal circle in  R .   We define the core of  P,

cor (P), to be the set  cor(P) = (I \H  {v ., v )\{v ., v .) is a 1-simplex of P \.

Remark 2.3.   Observe that for a polygonal circle  P   in  R   ,  cor(P),  being the

intersection of a collection of convex sets, is convex.   Furthermore, if cor(P) 4

0, then for any point y £ cor(P), y * P, the join of  y   and  P,  forms a triangula-

tion of the region   [P].

Remark 2.4.   Suppose that  vQ  is an inner vertex of a subdivision  K  and / £

L{K).   We note that  cor (Lk (/foQ), f{K))) 4 0,  fot fivQ) is itself a point of that

set.   We further note that if g:  K —> S  is a linear map with g{v) = fiv)  fot all ver-

tices v 4 Vf. of  K,  then the necessary and sufficient condition for g   to be an ele-

ment of L{K) is that givQ) £ cor (Lk ifivQ), f{K))).

Definition 2.5.   Let  K  be a subdivision of S.   For each inner vertex  v . of  K,

we shall let  L    (K)  or simply L ,{K) be the subspace of L{K) consisting of all
V j I

elements / £ L{K) such that fiv )  is located at the centroid of the set

cor (Lk (/fop, fiK))).
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Proposition 2.6.   For each inner vertex vQ  of K,  L AK) is a deformation re-

tract of LÍK); hence,  L AK) and LÍK) are of the same homotopy type.

Prool.   We shall define a deformation  D   of LÍK) onto  L Ak)  as follows.

For each / £ LÍK),  let w .   be  the  centroid  of the bounded  convex  set

cor (Lk ifivA, fiK))).   Now for each  t  in the unit interval and each / £ LÍK), we

let Dit, f) be the element of LÍK)  such that, for each inner vertex  v  of  K,

Dit, f)iv) = fiv) it v 4 v0 and  Dit, f)ivQ) = tw   + (1 - t)fivQ).   Since each element

of  LÍK) is completely determined by its image of the inner vertices of K  and

since, for each f £ LÍK),    cor (Lk ifiv), fiK))) is convex,  DÍt,f)  is indeed a well-

defined element in LÍK)   by 2.4.   The continuity of D  may be proved easily by

using the metric on  LÍK) given in §1.

We shall now show that for a sufficiently nice inner vertex vQ of K, the

space L AK) may be split into a union of spaces [LÍK )\ where each K . is a

subdivision with a fewer number of inner vertices than  K.

Definition 2.7.   Let P   be a polygonal circle and v  be a vertex of P.   Using

the notations of 2.1, we define the wedge at  v with respect to  P,  W  (P),  to be

the set  W  (P) = H  (v, v . ) u H  (y, v fj where  v ,  and v -.  are the two vertices

which are next to tz on P.

We also define the complementary wedge at v  with respect to  P,   CW  (P),

to be the set  CW  (P) = C\ \H  (v ., v )\  (v ., v .) e P but v 4 (v -, v )\.

Remark 2.8.   (a)    Observe that for any polygonal circle   P  and any vertex  v

of  P,  cor(P)= W  ÍP) n CW  (P).
' V v

(b)     If  v   is a vertex of  P   such that  v e CW (P),  then  P U \v * <5|  8 £ P but

v  is not  a vertex of S\ also forms a triangulation of the region  [P].     This tri-

angulation is said to be obtained by starring v with respect to  P.

Definition 2.9.   Let  P  be a polygonal circle.   A vertex v  of  P   is said to be

accessible on  P  if v £ CW  (P).
v

Let  K  be a subdivision of S.   Observe that for each inner vertex  vQ  of  K,

Lk iv A  is a polygonal circle.   We may therefore speak of the accessibility on

Lk(z7„)  for vertices of  Lk(z70).

Remark 2.10.    Let   K be a subdivision of S  and v be an inner vertex of

K.   Suppose that v . is a vertex of  Lk iv)  accessible on  Lk(tz).   Then by 2.9 and

2.8(b), we may obtain another subdivision  K    of S  from  K  as follows.   Let  K

agree with  K  outside the region  St(iz, K)  and on that region, let   K     be the tri-

angulation obtained by starring v . with respect to  Lk(zz. K).

K is called a subdivision obtained from K by collapsing ¡z to tz.. K has

one fewer vertex than K since the vertex v is no longer a vertex of K . Also

note that if  K  is a proper subdivision, so is   K .
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Proposition 2.11.   // K'  is the subdivision obtained from  K by collapsing

some vertex vQ  to an accessible vertex v. £ LkfoQ, K), the space  L{K ) may be

imbedded as an open subset of the space  L Q{K) such that, for an element f £

LAK), f belongs to the image of the imbedding if and only if fiv ) is accessible

on  Lkifiv0),fiK)).

Proof.   Let   P = Lk(z7Q, K).   Note that  P   is also a subcomplex of   K  .   We

claim that, for each /' £ L{K'), cotif'iP)) 4 0-   To see this, we first note that

for each 1-simplex  {v a, v b) of  P  such that  v. 4 va  or v h, {v., v a, v b) is a 2-

simplex of  K .   Hence, / iv) £ H¡\p){f A'a), f fo^,))-   Since this is true for each

such 1-simplex,  f'iv.) £ CW .,.    Xf'iP)).   Also note that  CIV,,,    ,(/'(P))isan
r '   ' l /   KVj) ' I    \V{) '

open set in the plane and  W',»,   .,(/ (P)) contains points arbitrarily close to the

point f'iv A hence,  cotif'iP))lwfl(v^{f'{P))ri CW f, {y .}(/ \P)) 4 0 .

We can now define an imbedding of L{K )  into  L{K) by sending each /    £

L{K ) into the map / £ L{K) where f{w) = f iw) lot each vertex w  of  K  such

that w 4 v f.  and fiv A)  lies at the centroid of cot if (P)).   The position of fiv A)

ensures us that / £ L AK).

This is indeed a well-defined map from  L{K  ) into  LQ{K) and it is injective,

for the image of the vertices of a map determines the map completely.   Using the

metrics on  L{K) and  L{K  ) given in §1, one sees immediately that this map is

in fact a homeomorphism into.

To see the image of this imbedding, we note that for any /    £ L{K  ), j iv )

£ CW,,.    .(/ (P)) since for each 1-simplex  {v  , v.) of  P  such that  v./v     or
/   {v i ) ' z2       o i a

v., {fiv), fiv  ), ¡iv  ))  is a 2-simplex of fiK  ).   Hence,  / iv .) is accessible on

/ (P).   But the corresponding / under the imbedding agrees with /'  entirely on

P.   Therefore, fiv.) is also accessible on fiP) = Lk(/foQ), fiK)).   Conversely, if

fiv.) is accessible on  Lk(/foQ), fiK)), the region  St(/foQ), f{K)) may be retri-

angulated by collapsing /fo0) to fiv ^ so that it becomes the image of an element

/    £ L{K  ).   Clearly, the imbedding carries  /   to /.

To show that the image of  L{K  ) under the imbedding is open in  LAK), we

let / £ LQ{K) be a map such that fiv .) is accessible on  f{P).   It is clear that for

a map g £ LQ{K) such that giv) is close enough to fiv) fot all vertices  v £ K,

giv) is also accessible on giP).   This shows that any map  g   close enough to /

in the metric space  LQ(R) is also in the image of  L{K').   Hence, the image is

open.

Remark 2.12.    The imbedding of L{K') into  L Q{K) described in the preceding

proof will be called the canonical imbedding.   In the following, if  K'  is a sub-

division obtained from a subdivision  K by collapsing some inner vertex  vQ of  K,

we shall consider  L{K  ) as a subset of  L Q{K) via the canonical imbedding of

L{K') into  LAK).
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Before we may establish our condition on the reducibility of the space   LAK),

we first need a lemma.

Lemma 2.13.    //  P  is a polygonal circle with 5  or fewer vertices, at least

one of the vertices is accessible on  P.

Proof.   The lemma is easily seen to be true if   P has only 3 or 4 vertices,

for   P  is then a nondegenerate triangle or a quadrangle (not necessarily convex).

In either case   P has at least one accessible vertex.

When   P has 5 vertices,   P is a pentagon.   Since the sum of all the interior

angles of a pentagon is   3*7 ,  the possible shapes of   P may be divided into the fol-

lowing four cases:   (1)   All the interior angles of   P are less than  77.   (2)   Exactly

one of the interior angles, say the angle at the vertex   v.,  is greater than or equal

to  77.   (3)   Two nonconsecutive interior angles, say those at  v.   and  v.,  ate

greater than or equal to  n.   (4)   Two consecutive interior angles are greater than

or equal to  77.   A picture in each case shows immediately that in case (1) all the

vertices of   P are accessible; in case (2), the vertex   v.   is always accessible;

in case (3), one of the vertices  v.   and  v.   is accessible and finally in case (4),

the (unique) vertex of   P which is not next to any of the two consecutive vertices

is always accessible.

Corollary 2.14.    For any polygonal circle   P  in  R    with five or fewer ver-

tices,  cot(P) 4 0.

Proof.   We have just shown that for such a   P,  there is always a vertex   tz of

P such that  v £ CW (P).   But   CW (P)  is an open set in   R2  and the set   W  (P)
V V r iz

contains points arbitrarily close to  v,  hence  cor(P) = W (P) Ci  CW (P) 4 0-

We may now establish our condition on the vertex   vQ so that the space   L AK)

is reducible (see Proposition 2.16).

Definition 2.15.   Let   K be a subdivision of  S.   For each vertex   v.  of   K, we

define the incidence number of  v.   in   K,  denoted by   miv.) or simply   m.,  to be

the number of vertices in  Lk(iz., K)  (hence, also the number of 1-simplices of  K

incident on v.).

Proposition 2.16.    Let  K  be a subdivision of S with n  inner vertices.    Let

vç.  be an inner vertex of  K such that

1. the incidence number   mQ   of vQ < 5;

2. St(iz„, K)  is strictly convex.

Then  LAK) may be written as the union of a collection of open subspaces

\LÍK)\  where each   K.  is a subdivision obtained from  K  by collapsing the ver-

tex 7_z„   to a vertex on Lk(tz0, K).   ÍHence, the collection \LÍK.)\ consists of at

most five elements and each subdivision  K.  has exactly n—1   vertices.)
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Proof.   Since  St(izn, K) is strictly convex, each vertex   v. on   Lk(iz„)  is acces-

sible on  Lk(iz„).   By 2.10, a subdivision   K. may be formed for each  v. £ Lk(i<„)

by collapsing   vQ to  v..   Proposition 2.11 shows that each space   LÍK.)  may be

considered as an open subset of  LQÍK)  and that an element / e LAK) belongs to

LÍK.) if and only if fiv■)  is also accessible on  Lk(/(iz0), fiK)).   But 2.13 ensures

us that for each map  / £ LQÍK), at least one of the vertices on  Lk(/(t'0), fiK))  is

accessible.   Hence the space   LQ(K)  is completely covered by the collection

\LiK.)\.

We shall now show that for a proper subdivision K of S, there is at least

one inner vertex with the incidence number < 5. The proof depends on the fol-

lowing

Cominatorial Lemma 2.17.   // D  is a polyhedral disk in R     (i.e.,   D   is a

simplicial complex imbedded in  R     such that the underlying space  \D\   is a topo-

logical disk), then

Z (6- m.) = 6 +      Z      K - 4)
v . = ¿7272er vertex of D v.eBd(D)

where for each vertex v., m. = number of 1-simplices of D  incident on  v..

Proof. Let s, t, n and k be the number of the 2-simplices, 1-simplices, in-

ner vertices of D and vertices of D lying on Bd iti) respectively. We shall now

establish the following relations:

1. in+ k) - t + s = 1.

2. 3s= 2/ - k.

3. 2i = S m..
v¿eü      i

The first equation is clear since the Euler characteristic of  \D\   is   1.   For

the second equation, if we multiply the number of 2-simplices of  D by 3,  we are

counting each of those 1-simplices of  D lying on  Int \D\  twice and each of those

lying on  Bd(|D|)  only once.   But the number of   1-simplices of  D  lying on

Bd(|D|)  is also   k.   Hence,  3s = 2Ít - k) + k = 2t - k.   The third equation is clear,

for if we sum up the number of 1-simplices incident on   tz. for each   v.,  we are

counting each 1-simplex of   D exactly twice.

Now, from equations 1 and   2, we have

3(„ ¥ k) - 3r + (2r - k) = 3    or    3tz + 2k - t = 3.

Multiplying it through by 2 and using equation 3, we have

6n + 4k -    Z    m . = 6
v.eD

i

or
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(        L 6\+/ L A-/     2:     77ZA=6.
\t7¿eInt|D|     y      \v.eBd(\D\)    J      \v.eD       J

Hence,

Z      (6-772.) = 6+       X       K-4).
t7feInt|D| v.eBd(IOI)

Lorollary 2.18.    For each proper subdivision  K  of S with at least one inner

vertex, there always exists an inner vertex  t/n  of K with m„ < 5.

Proof.  A proper subdivision   K of  S has only 3 vertices on  Bd(S).   For each

of these vertices  v. £ BdiS),  m. > 3  since   K has at least one inner vertex,
z '      7 —

Hence, the combinatorial lemma above reduces to   S (6- 77z.) > 3.    From
v j inner 2    —

which the corollary follows.

As an application of the machinery developed so far, we shall give another

proof of the Cairns' result on the connectivity of the space   L{K) fot a proper sub-

division   K of  S [1], [2].

Proposition 2.19.    For each proper subdivision  K   of S,   the space   L{K)   is

path-connected.

Proof.   We shall prove this by induction on the number of inner vertices of   K.

The proposition is trivially true if the number is one, for in that case   L{K)  is

homeomorphic to  int {S).   Now consider a proper subdivision   K with 72 inner ver-

tices.   We may assume that the subdivision   K  is indecomposable, for otherwise

by 1.4, the induction may be completed immediately.   By 2.18, we may choose an

inner vertex  v„ of   K such that   tt7„ < 5.   Using 1.5 and then 1.2 if necessary, we

may assume that St fog, K) is strictly convex.   Now we may use 2.16 to write the

corresponding space   LAK) into a union of at most five spaces   L{K.) where each

K. is a proper subdivision of  S with only   72 - 1  vertices.

We now claim that the intersection of these spaces is nonempty.   Let   e be

the element of   LAK)  such that  eiv) = v for each vertex   v 4 vQ  of   K and   e{v0) =

centroid of cor (Lk ivA), then every vertex on  Lk(efo„), e{K))  is accessible

since the set StfofoJ, e{K)) is strictly convex.   Therefore,   e belongs to   L{K.)

for each   K. and hence   II L{K.) 4 0-
2 z

Applying the induction hypothesis on the spaces   L{K), we immediately get

the path-connectedness of the space   L AK).   But   Ln(K) and   L{K) ate of the same

homotopy type, hence,   L{K)  is also path-connected.

3. A reduction of the main theorem. In this section we shall show that our

main theorem may be reduced to a statement which asserts only the existence of

certain paths in the space L{K) fot some special subdivisions K of 5. The re-

duced statement may be stated in the following form.
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Theorem A.    Let  K  be a proper subdivision of S,   vn an inner vertex of K

such that 7TZ- = 4  and St(7z„, K)  is strictly convex.   For each f £ L(K) with

StífívQ), fiK))  strictly convex, there exists a path y  in  LÍK) from the identity

element   e e LÍK)  to f  suchthat, for each t £ I, StíyívA, y.ÍK))   is strictly con-

vex.

We now show that our main theorem may be proved by assuming the validity

of Theorem A.   Theorem A will then be proved in the next section.

We shall use induction on the number of inner vertices of  K.   If   K has one

inner vertex,   LÍK)  is clearly simply connected, for the space   F(K)  is contract-

ible.   We now consider a proper subdivision   K with   tz inner vertices.   3y 2.18,

we may choose an inner vertex   vQ  of   K such that the incidence number  mQ < 5.

Using 1.4, we may clearly assume   K to be indecomposable.    In particular, this

shows   T7Z- = 4 or  5  since the incidence number of any inner vertex is clearly at

least  3  and, if  zrzQ = 3,   Lk(zv0, K) would have been a pivot triangle.   Now applying

1.5 and 1.2 if necessary,   we may assume that  St(iz., K)  is strictly convex.

Since the space   LÍK) and   LQiK) are of the some homotopy type, we need

only show the simple connectedness of   LAK).   We shall take as the base point

of  LQÍK) the element  eQ £ LQÍK) where   eQiv) = v for all inner vertices   v 4 vQ

and   eAvA = the centroid of  cor(Lk(z70, K)).   By 2.16,   LQÍK) may be written as

the union of a collection of open subsets   \LÍK.)\ where each   K. is a proper sub-

division obtained from  K by collapsing the vertex  vQ to a vertex  v.  in  Lk(iz0, K).

Note that  e, £ L(K.) tot each    i.

We shall first consider the case when   ttz0 = 4.   In this case the space   LQÍK)

is covered by four path-connected (2.19) open subsets  {L(K.)¡        with  eQ £

I I._.  LÍK.).   Since each   K.  is a proper subdivision with   n— 1  vertices, each

LÍK.) is simply connected by the induction hypothesis.   Hence, if we can further

prove  that the  intersection of each pair  LÍK.) Ci LÍK.) is also path connected,

applying the usual Seifert and Van Kampen theorem, we may immediately conclude

the simple-connectedness of  LAK) and thus settle the case for   zt?0 = 4.   The path-

connectedness of each intersection is proven in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1.    For each pair of distinct vertices v., v.  on Lk (iz      K),  LÍK.) n

LÍK.)  is path-connected.

Proof.   Since  Stdz-, K) is assumed to be strictly convex, by 2.11, an element

/ £ LAK) belongs to a subspace   LÍK.) it and only if the vertex  fiv.) is acces-

sible on Lk(/tiz0), fiK)).   Let  v., v. be two distinct vertices on Lk(fQ, K).   We

now consider the  intersection   LÍK.) Ci LÍK.).

First consider the case when  v., v. ate two nonconsecutive vertices on
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Lkfo0, K).   Since  Z7z0 = 4,  Lkfo0, K) is a quadrilateral.   Observe that on a

quadrilateral, if one of its vertices is accessible, its opposite vertex must also

be accessible.   This implies that  LÍK.) = L(/C) C\ LÍK-).   The intersection is

therefore path-connected by 2.19.

Now consider the case when  v., v-  ate two consecutive vertices on

Lkfo0, K).   Observe that in a quadrilateral, two consecutive vertices are aces-

sible if and only if the quadrilateral encloses a strictly convex region.   Hence,

Lk(K.) n Lk(K)  consists of all maps  / e LQiK) such that  St ifivQ), f{K)) is

strictly convex.   By Theorem A, any map / £ LQ{K) C LÍK) with  St(/fo0), /(K))

strictly convex may be connected to the identity element  e £ L{K) by a path   a

in   LÍK) such that, for each  t,  St(a(fo0), a^K)) is strictly convex.   Let r:  L{K)

—* LAK) be the retraction.   Then  ra is a path in   LAK) connecting / to the

element e„.   This shows that  L{K ) n L{K.) is path-connected for two consecu-

tive vertices v., v. on  Lk fon , K).   This settles the case for ttz- = 4.

We shall now consider the case when m = 5. To facilitate the reduction,

we need a slightly modified version of the Seifert and Van Kampen theorem. A

proof of which will be given in the appendix.

Theorem 3.2 (Seifert and Van Kampen theorem).   Let X  be a topological

space with a base point xQ.   Suppose that X  is covered by a collection  \U   \   eA

of simply-connected open subsets with xQ  e (\a€^ U a and that there exists a

subset ] C A x A  with the properties:

1. For each  ii, j) £ ],  U . O U ■  is path-connected.

2. For any pair {a, b) £ A x A  such that  ia, b) / J, there exists an index

i £ A  such that both  {a, i), ii, b) £ J  and U    D U, C U ■.   Then the space  X  is
J a o i r

also simply connected.

Note that in the above theorem we do not require the collection   \U   \   e.   to

satisfy the finite intersection  property  or  the path-connectedness for the inter-

section of each pair of the open sets  U  's.

In our case, the space LQ{K) is covered by five path-connected open sub-

sets \LiK.)\, one for each vertex v{ of Lkfo0, K), such that the element e g

I I L(/C). Since each subdivision K¿ has only t2 - 1 vertices, by the induction

hypothesis, each space LÍK.) is simply connected. We shall now let / be the

set of all ordered pairs (/', /) of indices such that v., v- are nonconsecutive

vertices on  Lk ivQ, K).   Suppose that we can establish the following two lemmas:

Lemma 3.3.   For each pair of nonconsecutive vertices  v ., v ■ on Lk ivQ , K),

L(K¿) H LÍK-), as a subspace of LQ{K) through the canonical imbedding, is

pat h-connected.
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Lemma 3.4. For any pair of consecutive vertices v , v on Lk(zz„, K), let

v. be the (unique) vertex of Lk iv 0> K) which is nonconsecutive to either v or

vt.   Then  LÍKs) nLÍKt)C LiKf.

Then by Theorem 3.2, we may conclude the simple-connectedness of  L  ÍK).

Thence, the case for ttz0 = 5  will also be settled.

Proof of Lemma 3.3.   We shall prove this lemma by constructing a path-con-

nected space ß (with the help of Theorem A) and a continuous map /':  S —* EQÍK)

such that jÍB) = L(K¿) Ci LÍK.).

1. To define the space  B,  we shall first construct a subdivision   K    of S

by retriangulating the region  St(tz0, K).   B  will then be a subspace of  LÍK').

Now v., v.  ate two nonconsecutive vertices on   Lk(tzn, K) and ttZq = 5.   Let

v    be the vertex on  Lk(fn, K) which is next to both  vi and  v..   Let  f.,  v    be

the remaining two vertices on  Lk(tzQ, K) such that  v,   is next to  v-.   Finally,

let  P  be the polyhedral circle Lk ivQ, K) and  Q be the polyhedral circle with

the 1-simplices  (v¿, vf,  (v., v ),  (vc, v, ) and  (v,, vA.   Q  is not a subcomplex

of  K,  for (v., v.) 4 K.

We shall define a subdivision   K    of S  by requiring  K    to agree with  K  out-

side the region  St(izQ, K) and on that region (note:   it is strictly convex by the

hypothesis), we first require (v     v -, v. ) to be a 2-simplex of K'.   On the remain-

ing part of St(770, K) (i.e., the part enclosed by the polygon  Q), we choose an

arbitrary point  tz.   in the interior of that region, then triangulate it by starring

i;0   with respect to  Q.   Note that this does give a subdivision of S  and both   P

and Q  ate subcomplexes of  K    (in fact,  0  becomes  Lk(tzn, K )).   Also observe

that  St(t7n, K) is strictly convex and in   K ,  mv>  =4.

Now, let B be the subspace of L(K ) consisting of those / £ LÍK ) such

that /(St(i'0, K )) is strictly convex. Observe that Theorem A claims exactly

that  Sisa path-connected space.

2. To define the map /':  B —* Lq(k), note that for each / £ B, fÍP) is a

polyhedral circle with five vertices, hence, by 2.14,  cotífÍP)) 4 0-   Therefore,

there exists a map /   e LQ(K)  such that / iv) = ¡iv) for each vertex  v 4 vQ  in   K

and / ivQ) = the centroid of  cor(/(P)).   Now, define ;'(/) = / ■•   Clearly, /'  is a con-

tinuous map:  B —> LAK).

3. We now show that ;(s) C LÍK.) n LÍK.) as subsets in   LQÍK), i.e., if J £

LqÍK) equals to /(/) for some element / £ B,  then both / ivf, f iv.) ate acces-

sible on / (P).   Let us first consider / (tv.).   We want to show that / iv .) £

CWj.Af (P)).   Since /    agrees with / on all vertices  v 4 v0,  this is the same

as showing that fiv.) £ CW,,   .AfÍP)).

Now>  (va, v{, vf is a 2-simplex of  K',  so fivf £ Hf(P)ifiva), fiv.)) (for this
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notation, see 2.1).   On the other hand,  f £ B  implies that fiQ) encloses a convex

region, hence,  fiv¡) £ /7/(P)(/foy), fivc)) O Hf(P)ifivc), fivb))-   Therefore, fiv)) 6

CW f,vAf{P)).   A similar argument applies for the accessibility of / iv/) on / (P).

4.   Finally, we need to show that /'(fi) ^ LÍK.) n LÍK.).   Suppose that /   £

LQ{K) is an element of  L(fC) O LÍK.).   We now construct a map /:  K' —> S by

letting fiv) = f iv) fot each  v 4 v0  and /fo0') = the centroid of cotifiQ))-   Note

that the accessibility of both / fo.), / fo.) on / (P) forces the 1-simplex (/ fo;),

/ fo.)) to lie on the region enclosed by /(P).   Hence, / is a well-defined map in

L{K').   Clearly,  /(/) = J„

To show that / actually belongs to  B,  we need to show that /(StfoJ, K1))

is strictly convex, i.e., the interior angle of fiQ) at each vertex is less than  77.

The fact that fiv.) = / iv.) is accessible on / (P) implies that the interior angle

of f{Q) at fivb) must be less than  77.   It also implies that fiv/) £ H,,pÁfiv■), fiv ))

= Hfinyifiv ), fiv  )), hence, the interior angle of fiQ) at fiv-) is also less than

n.   A similar consideration on fiv.) implies that the interior angles of fiQ) at

the other two vertices, namely fiv.) and fiv  ) ate also less than  n.   This finishes

the proof of Lemma 3.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.4.   Let the remaining two vertices of Lkfo0, K) be de-

noted by v     and  v  .   Consider an element / £ LQ{K) such that both /fo  ) and

fiv ) ate accessible on  Lk (/foQ), f{K)).   We shall show that fiv) is also acces-

sible on  Lk ifivQ), f{K)).   Observe that the accessibility of a vertex w on a pen-

tagon forces the interior angles of the pentagon at the two vertices next to  w  to

be less than  n.   In our situation, the interior angles of Lk(/fo„), fiK)) at the

vertices fivs), fiv(), fiv A) and fiv  ) ate therefore all less than  77-.   The remaining

vertex fiv)) is clearly accessible on  Lk ifivQ), fiK)).

4.   Proof of the reduced statement.   To facilitate the proof.   We shall intro-

duce some more notations.   Let  vQ  be an inner vertex of a subdivision   K.   We

shall denote by  MiK, vQ) the subspace of  LÍK) consisting of all elements / 6

LÍK) such that St(/foQ), f{K)) is strictly convex.   Our Theorem A is then clearly

a consequence of the following.

Theorem A  .   Let  K be a proper subdivision of S, vQ  an inner vertex of K

such that mQ = 4 and Stfo0, K) is strictly convex.   The space M{K, vQ) is path-

connected.

We now start our proof of Theorem A   by induction on the number of inner

vertices of  K.   The theorem is vacuously true if there is only one inner vertex.

We now consider a proper subdivision   K with n  inner vertices which has an in-

ner vertex  vQ  with  mQ = 4 and StfoQ)  strictly convex.   The path-connectedness

of M{K, i7Q) will be proven in the following four steps:
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I.   We shall show that the space  MÍK, vf is path-connected if K and  vQ

satisfy the following three further conditions:

1. K is an indecomposable subdivision.

2. For each inner vertex v . e Lk ivQ , K), m . > 5.

3. There exists an inner vertex i/j  ¿ St(zz0) such that m j < 5  and  zv0, iz,

are a nonbinding pair.

II. We shall show that if  K  and  tzq   satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of Step I, the

condition 3 is automatically satisfied.

III. We shall then establish the path-connectedness of zM(K, v„) when  K is

a decomposable subdivision.

IV. Finally, we shall show that MÍK, vf) is path-connected if there exists

an inner vertex  v ■ e Lk ivQ, K) with  m . < 4.

5'ep I.   If 7z¿j z;    are any two inner vertices of  K  such that v ■ 4 St (iz.), we

shall use  MV.(K, vf or simply zM.(K, tz;) to denote the subspace  zM(K, v¿) Ci

L    (K) of  LÍK) where  L    (K) is the space introduced in Definition 2.5.   Note
j i

that MÁK, vf is a deformation retract of MÍK, v.), for restricting the deformation

D:  LÍK) —» L    (K) described in 2.6 to the subspace MÍK, vA, we clearly get a

desired deformation carrying MÍK, v.) onto M-ÍK, vf.   In particular, to show the

path-connectedness of MÍK, vf, one  need  only  find an inner vertex tz. 4 Stiv.)

and show the path-connectedness of M    ÍK, v ■)■

. VA       '
Let  K, vQ  satisfy the three conditions given in Step I and let v.   be an in-

ner vertex of K described in condition 3.   We shall show the path-connectedness

of MÍK, vf) by showing the path-connectedness of the space  M     (K, vf).

Similar to Remark 1.2 for the space  LÍK), we observe that for each / 6 LÍK),

the space  MÍK, vf) and  MÍfÍK), fivf)) are homeomorphic.   Hence, applying 1.7

and 1.2 if necessary, we may assume that  St (zz0, K) and St(zz,, K) ate both

strictly convex.   Then we observe that the splitting of the space   L     ÍK) into a

union of open subspaces described in 2.16 induces a splitting of the space

M     ÍK, vf) = U MÍK-, Vq) where each   K-  is a subdivision of S obtained by col-

lapsing the vertex  v^   to a vertex  vi on   Lk(zz,, K).   Hence, there are at most five

such spaces  zM(K¿, vQ).   Each  Ki is a proper subdivision with only n - 1  vertices

and, for an element / ezM     (K, vf), f belongs to  MÍK¡, vf) if and only if fivf is

accessible on  Lk ífív f, ¡ÍK)).

Let c    be the element of  L^ (k) determined by  e'iv) = v tot all vertices  tz

of  K  such that v 4 v^  and  e iv A is located at the centroid of the set

cor(Lk(izr K)).   Note that e' €Mv (K, ve), for St(e'(íz0), e'ÍK)) = StivQ, K) is

strictly convex.   Also note that e    eMÍK., vf) for each  i,  because

St (e ívf, e ÍK)) = St(?zj, K) is also strictly convex and therefore,  e'ivf is ac-

cessible on  Lk íe ívf, e'ÍK)) for each  i.   Now by induction hypothesis, each
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M{K ., vA) is path-connected and  e' £ I I. MÍK., vA).   Hence, the space  M    (K, vA)

= U   zM(K., i7„) is also path-connected.I 7 U r

Szep II.   In the following, let   K and  vQ  satisfy the conditions 1 and 2 listed

in Step I.   We shall first give a criterion for a vertex to form a binding pair with

Lemma 4.1.   For any vertex v    4 St ivA)  of K,  v    forms a binding pair with

vQ   if and only if Lk fo'  ) n Lkfo„)  is disconnected.

Proof.   If  v  , Vf.  ate a binding pair and  Lkfoz )C\  Lkfo0)  is connected, then

from the definition of binding pairs,  Lkfo  ) n Lkfo..) must be a polygonal chain

of at least 3  vertices.   Consider any vertex  v. of this chain which is not at the
' 7

end of the chain,   v .  must be an inner vertex of   K  with  m . = 4.   This contradicts
2 2

condition 2 of Step I.

The converse follows directly from Definition 1.6.

Lemma 4.2.   K and v„  also satisfy condition 3 of Step I if there is a vertex

v    4 St(t;0) such that 27     v    form a binding pair.

Proof.   Let  v    be such a vertex.   By 4.1,  LkfoA) O Lkfo  )  is disconnected.
P '        ' » P

Observe that no two vertices which are consecutive on  Lkfo„, K.)  can belong to

different components of  LkfoQ) O Lk iv ),  fot if there were such vertices, say

v    and i7, ,  then  {v  , v  , v/) would have become a pivot triangle in   K.   This

would  contradict  condition   1 of I.   Therefore,   LkfoJ n Lkfo ) must consist of
U 77

exactly two components; each of which consists of a single vertex, for LkfoJ

contains only four vertices.   Let  v  , v. be the two vertices in  Lkfo„) O Lk fo  ).
7 st u p

Let  v,   be the unique vertex on  Lkfo„)  such that the region  D     enclosed by the

1-simplices   (v  , v  ), {v  , v.),  {v., v ) and   {v , v A does not contain the vertex

V
By the same observation made above, if there is any vertex  v    £ Int(D_)' q p

suchthat  Lkfo„) ^ Lk iv ) is disconnected, the set  Lk foA) O Lk iv )  must con-
0 q 0 q

sist of exactly two components.   These two components will have to be the ver-

tices  v    and  v .   Since there are only finitely many vertices in the region  D   ,

we may assume, by relabelling  v    and  D     if necessary, that for each vertex

v    6lnt(D  ),  Lk fo.) n Lk iv ) is connected.
q P 0 q

Now, for each vertex  v,   of O  .  let  ttz,    be the number of 1-simplices of  D„
' k p' k r P

incident on  v..   Note that  »  , v,, v,   and  v    ate the only vertices of  D     lying
k p'    t      h s ' p^o

on  Bd(D  ),  we have, bv the Combinatorial Lemma 2.17.
P

¿ . (6 - 772 .) =  772,.  +   m      +  777',    +  T?/'   -10.
^^ 2 p S h t

v¿eint (DJ
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Note that  ttz     and  m    both > 3   since they are clearly at least  2 and if one of

them equals to  2,   tz,  will have to be a vertex in  Lk iv ),  and hence, in  Lk ívf)
b p u

Ci DiivA-   This contradicts the fact that Lk(zz-) H Lk iv ) = \v  , v }.   We also
P U p s       t

claim  ttz    > 3,  for otherwise,  (v , v   ) £ D     and Stdz,,, K)  cannot be strictly cor

vex.   Finally, by condition 2 of I, we clearly have  ttz,   > 4.   Therefore,

(6- ztz'.)> 3 + 3 + 4 + 3-10= 3.
y2eInt%)

Hence, there exists at least one vertex  v,  £ Int ÍD  )  such that  ttz.   <' 5.   Being

a vertex in Int(D  ),  v.   has to be an inner vertex of K and clearly,  m. = m. .

Furthermore, by the assumption made above,  Lk iv fl t~\ Lk iv.) is connected,

hence, by 4.1,  tz-   and  v.   ate a nonbinding pair.   Thus, condition 3 of I is sat-

isfied.

The general case in our Step II then follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3.   For the given  K and v~,  we can always find an inner vertex

i>    4 St ivf) with  m    < 5.P o P -

For if the vertex  v     in the above lemma forms a nonbinding pair with vQ,

we just take  v    to be the vertex  v.   in condition 3 of I and there is nothing fur-

ther to prove.   However, if v    and v.   are a binding   pair, Lemma 4.2 settles

the case completely.

Prool of Lemma 4.3.   Since   K  is a proper subdivision, there are only three

vertices on  Bd(S).   Let  e., <?-,  and  e, be these three vertices.   For each   z,  we

shall let  ttz      be the number of 1-simplices of   K incident on  e ..   Since K and iz„
e i r z u

are assumed to satisfy the conditions 1 and 2 of Step I, we may claim that

^ _i m   f' 12.   This follows from a case by case study on all the possible sub-

divisions with  ttz     £12.   Observe that for  K to have any inner vertices at all,

each ttz     must at least be 3.   For the sum S.  . ttz    < 12, the subdivision K must be
ei l=l    ei -

one of the following three cases.

a. S ??z     =9.   This happens if and only if  K has exactly one inner vertex.

b. S ttz     =11.   Note that the number of inner 1-simplices of  K incident on
e i

each vertex  e . must be respectively   1, 2, 2  (not necessarily in that order).

This happens if and only if  K has only two inner vertices.   The incidence num-

ber of these two inner vertices must be  3  or  4.

c. X m     = 12.   In this case   K may have any number (greater than  2) of
e i

inner vertices.   But since the numbers of inner 1-simplices incident on the ver-

tices   e . must be either   1, 2, 3   or  2, 2, 2,  there must be inner vertices   tz     v.,

tz    of  K,  each of which is connected to one or two of the  e ,'s  such that the
c ' l

subdivision   K  is obtained by possibly further subdividing the triangle (tz   , iz,,
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£      (6-m.) = 6 + (¿ me)
e!nt(S) \¿=1        if

Note that in each of these cases, either it is impossible to have a vertex

v-  with  772A = 4  or one of the conditions 1 and 2 of Step I is not satisfied by K

and  77A.   Hence, we may assume Z m     > 12.
0 7 e j

We then apply the Combinatorial Lemma 2.17 to S to get

3

12 > 6.
f.elnt (S)

We now have assumed that  tt70 = 4  and, for each inner vertex  v. £ Lkfo„, K),

722. > 5.   There are at most four such  v 's,  hence,
i — i    '

¿Z _ (6 - T72 .) > 6 - X (6 - TTZ .) > 6 - 2 - 4 = 0.
vi inner / St (vQ) 77. inner e St (22n)

Therefore, there is at least one inner vertex   ii      4 StfoJ  for which  ttz    < 5.

Siep III.   We now show the path-connectedness of the space  MÍK, vA)  when

K is a decomposable subdivision.   Suppose   (v  , v., v   ) is a pivot triangle of

K.   We shall let  K.   be the subdivision of S which agrees with   K outside the

region  {v  , vh, v   ) and contains {v  , vb, v \ as a 2-simplex.   Let   K.  be a sub-

division of S which is isomorphic to the triangulation on {v  , v., v   ) inherited

from  K.   As we remarked in the proof of 1.4,  LÍK) is homeomorphic to the Car-

tesian product  L{K.) x L{kA.   To be more specific, let  h.:  K, —> {v  , v., v  )

be the linear homeomorphism which carries the three vertices   e., e?, e     of S

onto  v  , v,, v    respectively.   We see that each / £ L{K) corresponds to a pair

(/,, /,) £ L{kA) x L{kA) as follows:  /.   is the map which agrees with / outside

the region   {v   , v  , v  ) and is linear on that region.   f2   is the composite  h2 •

(/| (it  , 27     v   )) • h,   where  h2   is the unique linear homeomorphism from {fiv ),

fiv,), fiv ))  onto S  carrying the vertices  fiv ), fiv,), fiv ) respectively onto

e., e2, e, of S.

Returning to our proof, we first note that the vertex  Vf, cannot be one of the

vertices  v  , v., v  ,  for otherwise, say  vQ = v  ,  then by the definition of pivot

triangle,  v,   and   v    must be  nonconsecutive   vertices on  LkfoQ, K),  hence,

Stfo„, K) cannot be convex.   Therefore,  vn will have to be either inside

Int (it  , 27     v    ) or completely outside the closed triangle   {v  , v., v  \.

In the first case, one sees that St(/fo„), fiK))  is strictly convex if and only

if St(/2fon), f2iK2)) is strictly convex, for the strict convexity is preserved by

the linear homeomorphism  h2.   This means that  MÍK, vA) is homeomorphic to

LÍK.) x MÍK2, vA).   Hence,  Mik, vA) is path-connected because   L{kA) is path-

connected by 2.I9 and  /VK/C, vA)  is path-connected by the induction hypothesis.

In the second case, i.e., the case  22.  4 fo  , v., v  ),  we have similarly

M{K, vA) = zVl(K., vA) x L{KA).   Hence,  M{K, vA) is also path-connected.   This

finishes Step III.
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Step IV.   We now consider the case when there is an inner vertex  v. £r 2

Lk (tz     K)  with  ttz. < 4.   By Step III, we may assume   ttz. 4 3,    Hence,   ttz. = 4.   Let

v     v    be the two vertices just next to  v{ on  Lk ívf and   tz,   be the remaining

vertex of Lk(ïz„).   Since   tz. £ Lk(tz„) , v , tz-, v    must all be vertices of Lk(zv.).
u z .      u        a      u'    c i

Let v, be the unique vertex of Lk (tz.) which is not on St(t'0). Observe that v ,

v, , v , and tz , form a polyhedral circle in K which is the boundary of the star of

the closed 1-simplex (iz„, tz.) in   K.   Let   P be this polyhedral circle.

Since  St(tz-,  K.) is strictly convex, the open segment (tz  , iz )  is contained

in  cor (P).   Therefore, we may modify the subdivision   K to a subdivision  K   of

S by eliminating all the simplices of   K containing either   iz.  or   iz. as a vertex

and then inserting an 1-simplex   (v , v ) inside   P.    P  is also a subcomplex of  K .

We shall describe an imbedding of the space   LÍK ) into  MÍK, vf) such that

the image of the imbedding is a deformation retract of  zM(K, vA.   This will clearly

finish our proof, for the space   LÍK )  is path-connected by 2.19.

For each  /    £ LÍK ),  note that cor(/ (P))  always contains the open segment

if'iv ) ,/ (tz )).   As a consequence, for each  / ,  the set   Kif ) = cot if (P)) n

(/ iv ), f iv ), / (tz,))   is nonempty.   We now define an imbedding of  LÍK )  into

zM(K, vf) by sending each   /' £ LÍK ) onto a map  / £ LÍK) to be defined as fol-

lows:   First let  /(iz) = / (tz)  for all vertices   v 4 vQ  or  tz. and let  /ttz.)  be located

at the centroid of the set   Kif ).   This defines  / for all vertices of   K except  tz-,

in particular,  / is defined on  Lk(îz„, K).   Observe that  /(tz.) e Kif ) implies that

/(Lk(zz-, K.)) bounds a strictly convex region in the plane.   We then simply define

fivf) to be the midpoint of the segment iAvc) 'fiv "• This clearly defines an im-

bedding of  LÍK') into  MÍK, vQ).

Let  M be the image of this imbedding of   LÍK ).   Then   M  consists of all

those  / e MÍK, vf   such that  fiv)  lies at the centroid of the set   Kif) = cor ífÍP)) O

(Awa)' f^vc^ f^vd^ andA*V  is at the ""dp0!"1 of  (f(va), /(vc)).

It is not difficult to show that  M is a deformation retract of  MÍK, vf.   We

need first define a deformation   D    which moves, for each  / e MÍK, vf, the vertex

/Xtz-) to the midpoint of the segment (fiv ), fiy ))■   Note that the centroid of the

set   Kif) may now be reached by /(tz.).   Then let  D    be the straight line homotopy

which carries  fiv) to the centroid   Kif) tot each  /.   The composition  D2D    is a

desired deformation.

This finishes Step IV.   The proof of Theorem A   is now completed.

5.   Appendix.   We now give a proof to the modified Seifer-Van Kampen theorem

(Theorem 3.2) which was used in the paper.

Let  y:   I —' X be an arbitrary loop in  X based at the point  x„.   Let  0 = '„

<',<'-<•••<'   = 1  be an arbitrary subdivision of the unit interval  / such that
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the length of each closed subinterval L = [t._ p (.] is less than the Lebesgue

number of the open covering \f~ l{ U )\ a £ A\ of /. For each i = 1, 2, •••, n,

choose an open set   Ua_  such that y(L) C Ua ..   Note that each endpoint yit.) £

%n ual+l for ¿-i,2,..;,»-i.

Now for each  i,  if {a., a      ) 4 ],  fixa b. £A   such that both  {a., b.) and

ib., a    A belong to  /  and   U     O U   .      C U,  .   In particular,  y(t) £ U      n U
i      i+i aj az+1 bi r '   '    i a¿ a¿+1

Ci Ub .   Let  5. be a positive real number so small that

1. S^Hmiadí.-í^^lí.^-í.D;
2. y[í.-S.,f.+ S.]CÜ,. ni/^nB^.

Then in the original subdivision, drop  i.  and insert  /.    = t. - 8., t.   = t.+ 8. and
Z Za 7 2 27p I I

let   (/a., (Jfe .,  Ua.      be the open sets corresponding to the intervals   [/_,, t. ],

It.  , t. ], It.  , t.   .].   Since there are only finitely many  t.'s  to consider, we may
'a      'b 'b      l +1 z

assume, after relabelling the   /.'s  if necessary, that for each   1 = 1, 2, - , . , 72 - 1,

y^)eUainuai+l and K:«-+1)^/-

Now choose a path  g. in   (J      n [/ for each   i = 1, 2, .-., 72- 1   join ine
roZ 2Zz"t2V + l

the point  x„  to the point  yit).   Let y. denote the path in   X represented by   y\l-

for each   i = 1, 2, • , . , 72.   Then each of  yyg\   , gj/^gj   , g2y3g3   , •'•.

2?   _2y„_iSñ—1' S  -A/    is a closed path, contained in a single open set   U      and

their product in the given order is homotopic to  y in  X.   Since each of these loops

is homotopic to the constant loop as the set   17      is simply connected, the loop y
^ z

is therefore homotopic to the constant loop.
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